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Application No.: 10/811,733 
Second Preliminary Amendment 
Attorney Docket: KLEIN-084BC 

Amendments to the Specification: 

Please delete the current Abstract: 

[0033] An infiltration apparatus, having a cannula, a flexible tubing connecting to ono ond of 

the cannula, a peristaltic pump comprising a pathway for the flexible tubing to extend 

through and a plurality of non-conductive rollers inotnllod along the pathway to exerting 

force on the flexible tubing, a container in fluid communication with the oannuln via the 

flexible tubing- extending through tho peristaltic pump, a foot podal pneumatically connected 

to the porigtoltic pump to control operation thereof. Tho roaponse of the foot podal con be 

programmed into various modeg. Under ono of the modoo, when the foot pedal io depressed, 

the peristoltio pump is switched on and remains as long as the foot pedal io depressed. Once 

the foot pedal is released, the peristaltic pump is switched off. Under another mode, one 

depression event, regardless how long the-dcprc33ion event laoto, the peristaltic pump is 

switched from on to off, or from off to on, and remains off/on boforo a next depression event 

occurs. The flow rate of the fluid can also be adjusted by controlling duration for depressing 

the foot pedal-. 

Please replace the above deleted Abstract with the following Abstract: 

An infiltration apparatus is disclosed wherein operation of a peristaltic pump may be 

controlled through a pulse of air delivered to a control air inlet of the peristaltic pump. A foot 

pedal may be connected to the control air inlet and be operative to produce the pulse of air 

and deliver the pulse of air to the control air inlet of the peristaltic pump. 
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